OUR TEAM
JEFFREY SAMUELS, PRINCIPAL BROKER
Lifestyle Homes of Hawaii is synonymous with the Oahu real
estate market. Jeffrey Samuels, Principal Broker has a
well-established reputation and unmatched market knowledge.
Jeffrey is the frontrunner in Hawaii’s residential real estate industry
and is the Number 1 sales agent in Hawaii for transactions. As
the leader of Lifestyle Homes of Hawaii with sales volumes
of over a half a billion dollars in the last five years. Jeffrey
prides himself on his personal service and attention to his clients’ every detail, which has lead him to a large amount of
referrals and repeat clients. Distinguished buyers and sellers
entrust Jeffrey to guide them through every step of the real
estate process, and he ensures all details are being met with
exceeded expectations.

Jeffrey brings nearly three decades of real estate experience
to every transaction, specializing in oceanfront properties and
fine homes located throughout the island chain Jeffrey’s
expansive network, unparalleled client service, and proven
marketing strategies have made him place in the top five
agents consistently in the past 7 years.

ESCROW AND TRANSACTION
COORDINATION
Our escrow team is one of the finest in Hawaii. Once the offer is accepted the nuts and bolts of the transaction begin. We
work with the finest Escrow and Title companies in Hawaii. But
that’s not all. We have a team of skillfully trained staffed to liaison with the escrow company and vendors on your behalf
accompanying you every step of the way. The LifeStyle Homes
of Hawaii staff has completed thousands of escrows to date.

TESTIMONIALS

I was impressed with the professionalism, knowledge and
experience from the staff. Everyone was pleasant and responsive to my calls and questions. The professional photos
helped to sell my condo in two days! I highly recommend
this brokerage to anyone buying or selling real estate.
Thank you LifeStyle Homes of Hawaii for providing this great
service!
They also helped me buy and sell a home in Ewa Beach,
Hawaii. The escrow team is extremely responsive to any
inquiries, often responding back in minutes. Made both
of our transactions a breeze! I would not hesitate to recommend LifeStyle Homes of Hawaii to anyone looking
to make a real estate transaction on the islands.

I am SO HAPPY with the service received! For those that
may be skeptical, as a now satisfied customer I can honestly say I was in your shoes when I first contacted LifeStyle
Homes of Hawaii. The team went above and beyond all
expectations and sold my property with little to no effort
on my part . From the professional photos, MLS listing,
cleaning, showings, and constant updates, I could not be
more satisfied. I will definitely give Lifestyle Homes of Hawaii
a call the next time I need to sell another property!
LifeStyle Homes of Hawaii’s entire squad is ridiculous. Ridiculously Awesome! Ridiculously Friendly and Ridiculously
Professional. They all have that Aloha Spirit where you feel
good going with people that have that Aloha inside. If
you’re blessed to work with: Alicia, Mitivai, or Joshua you’ll
know exactly what I’m talking about. These good people helped my wife and I sell two properties on separate
islands very quickly and pain free. They went above and
beyond: helping, explaining, and advocating and that’s
what you want in a great team folks that know their jobs
well and are super friendly. First Class outfit all the way!

My wife and I sold our two bedroom condo using LifeStyle
Homes of Hawaii, and are pleased that we did.. The brokerage we hired was accessible beyond all our expectations, and the office staff provided the required documentation and explained what we needed to know in a
timely manner. I once asked Mitivai if she ever went home,
because she was always available whenever we had
questions or concerns. The photos were professional, the
price point we agreed upon was a mutual decision rather
than a dictated low-ball number in order to get a quick
commission, and it was a pleasure getting to know Mr.
Samuels, who is akamai with a quick sense of humor even
during the occasional stressful moments while awaiting the
close. We would definitely recommend the Lifestyle Homes
of Hawaii team to others who have realistic expectations.

LifeStyle Homes of Hawaii team provided the professional
service that we needed to sell our home. The whole process from the beginning until the end went smoothly. Being
that this was our first time, I had many questions, but every
time I would call the Lifestyle Homes of Hawaii staff, they
provided me with the answers in a timely manner. They
were never too busy for us and if I got a voicemail, they
would always get right back to me regarding any of my
concerns. They are very knowledgeable about the business and straight to the point. They would always reassure
me by saying, “don’t worry, our office staff will take care of
everything”. They did and made this whole process pretty
simple. We worked with his team, who is very professional.
They were prompt in getting back to me and notifying me
throughout the process until the very end. It was a pleasure working with LifeStyle Homes of Hawaii and I would
definitely recommend Lifestyle Homes of Hawaii! Mahalo,
LifeStyle Homes of Hawaii.

